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Key Points:

• first statistical study to show the long-term impact of solar cycles on the orbital
decay of space debris even at MEO orbits

• rapid decay observed near the peak of each solar cycle bounded by ∼ 70% from
peak amplitude

• ionospheric impact can take over a year to manifest at higher altitudes
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Abstract
The rapid increase in the number of space debris represents a substantial threat to the
sustained viability of space operations. Monitoring these debris is critical for space sit-
uational awareness. Therefore, it has become of immense importance to understand the
impact of solar activity on the space debris orbit. This study examines the effect of so-
lar cycles, specifically Solar Cycles 22, 23, and 24, on the orbital decay of space debris.
Utilizing TLE data for 95 objects in LEO and MEO dating back to the 1960s, we ex-
amined the orbital decay rates of these objects across the three solar cycles. Our anal-
ysis reveals a significant correlation between orbital decay and various indices serving
as proxies for solar and geomagnetic activity. Notably, Solar Cycle 22 exhibited the high-
est decay rates, while Solar Cycle 24 showed the lowest. Moreover, we observed a sim-
ilar impact at altitudes exceeding 2000 km, albeit with a time lag of over 14 months com-
pared to the shorter lag observed at LEO orbits during peak solar activity. These find-
ings underscore the crucial relationship between solar activity and its enduring influence
on space debris.

Plain Language Summary

Space is becoming increasingly cluttered with debris, posing a challenge for long-
term space activities. Our study investigates how solar activity, specifically during So-
lar Cycles 22, 23, and 24, impacts the orbital decay of space debris. We analyzed data
for 95 space debris in LEO and MEO, all originating from the 1960s era. Our findings
are intriguing: when the sun is more active, as observed in Solar Cycle 22, space debris
experiences faster decay. Conversely, during Solar Cycle 24, characterized by lower so-
lar activity, the decay rate was slower. Surprisingly, this influence was also evident at
altitudes exceeding 2000 km, although it took more than a year for the effect to man-
ifest compared to the shorter lag observed in orbits closer to Earth during peak solar ac-
tivity which is intriguing. These findings highlight how the sun’s behavior affects space
junk on longer time scales.

1 Introduction

Space debris, also referred to as orbital debris, encompasses non-functional satellites,
discarded rocket stages, and other artificial objects orbiting the Earth, and has the potential
to cause damage to active spacecraft Graham et al. (1999); Li et al. (2002); Kleinig et al.
(2022); Smith et al. (2020); Hayes & Caverly (2023). As the space industry expands rapidly,
the volume of space debris also increases, presenting considerable hazards to functioning
satellites, ongoing space missions, and astronaut safety. A pressing issue arises from the
risk of cascading collisions, commonly termed the Kessler Syndrome Kessler et al. (2010),
where a single collision can generate substantial additional debris, triggering a domino effect
of subsequent collisions. Various factors influence the deterioration and decay of space
debris, such as solar activity, geomagnetic storms, weathering of the debris, atmospheric
compositional changes, and collisions, with the solar cycle’s impact emerging as a significant
contributor Nwankwo (2018); Klinkrad (2006); Walterscheid (1989). A recent event that
sparked concerns in the scientific and space-tech sectors was the loss of 39 Starlink satellites,
which was linked to mild geomagnetic disruptions Dang et al. (2022); Kataoka et al. (2022).

Furthermore, during severe space weather events, such as the historic Carrington-type
extreme geomagnetic storms, satellites can experience significant drag, causing them to
descend to lower altitudes and potentially reducing their operational lifespan Oliveira et al.
(2020); Tsurutani et al. (2003); Hayakawa et al. (2022); Bruinsma et al. (2023). Typically,
approximately every 11 years, the Sun undergoes active and quiet phases, constituting a solar
cycle, resulting in notable variations in the emitted flux of electromagnetic and corpuscular
radiation Lean (1987); Hathaway (2015); Richardson & Cane (2012); Gopalswamy (2006).
This variation in solar activity drives changes in the Earth’s magnetosphere and upper
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atmosphere, specifically in density, temperature, and atmospheric scale height, which, in
turn, impacts the orbital drag of satellites and space debris Harris & Priester (1962); Clette
et al. (2015); Weng et al. (2020); Crisp et al. (2021).

Recent studies have delved into the effects of space weather, particularly solar transient
events, on satellite drag. However, the short and long-term influence of these events on
space debris remains a relatively uncharted area. As the significance of space situational
awareness and mitigation measures continues to rise, there is an increasing demand for
accurate monitoring of space debris and reliable orbit predictions. Moreover, considering
the lifetime of space debris, which could span many years to decades, it becomes crucial to
evaluate and quantify the impact of long-term variations in solar activity on space debris.
This motivates the present study, which investigates the influence of solar cycles on the
orbital decay of space debris in the terrestrial upper atmosphere, specifically focusing on
Solar Cycles 22, 23, and 24. The research unequivocally demonstrates the influence of solar
activity cycles on the degradation rate of space debris within Low-Earth Orbit (LEO) and
Medium-Earth Orbit (MEO). The analysis covers 95 space debris objects that have been in
orbit since the 1960s, and for which TLE data is available throughout the most recent three
solar cycles, ensuring adequate time resolution.

2 Data and Methodology

The sunspot number (SN) constitutes a historical time series spanning from 1700 to the
present, capturing the 11-year cyclic and long-term variations in solar activity and, conse-
quently, space weather. Although contemporary observations offer more refined parameters
for understanding space-weather impacts, the sunspot number represents the earliest direct
record of solar activity. It serves as an essential link connecting past and present solar
behavior Clette et al. (2014); Clette & Lefèvre (2016); Jayalekshmi et al. (2022).

Along with the SN data, the F10.7 index is also known to be a fairly good representative
of solar activity Chen et al. (2011). The geomagnetic activity is represented by the Dst
index, which is derived from ground-based magnetic observatories located in low-latitude
regions that measure the intensity of the globally symmetrical equatorial electrojet or the
ring current. Due to its ability to efficiently and consistently track the onset and evolution
of magnetic storms, it stands out as one of the extensively used indices in geomagnetism
and space physics Rostoker (1972); Zhang et al. (2023). The AL index describes the peak
intensity of the westward electrojet current in the auroral zone and has been widely used
to represent geomagnetic substorms Huang & Reeves (2005). Solar Cycle 22 spanned from
September 1986 to August 1996, succeeded by Solar Cycle 23, which lasted until December
2008, and Solar Cycle 24, persisting until December 2019. The data for these indices are
retrieved from the websites gfz-potsdam.de and wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp respectively.

The orbital parameters of satellites and space debris are commonly summarized in
Two-Line Elements or TLEs, which consist of a maximum of 69 alphanumeric characters.
A detailed description of the TLE format can be found in Vallado & Cefola (2012). For
this study, debris originating in the 1960s were selected, possessing TLE data with sufficient
time resolution during Solar Cycles 22, 23, and 24. Notably, these objects continue to be
in orbit as of June 2023. A total of 95 space debris objects from the 1960s were identified
through Space-track (space-track.org), and the same website was utilized to obtain TLE
data covering the period from September 1, 1986, to June 30, 2023. Subsequently, these
objects were categorized into two groups based on their altitudes: out of the 95, 60 were
LEO objects with altitudes up to 1000 km, and the remaining 35 were MEO objects with
altitudes exceeding 1000 km.

The TLE elements of individual space debris were utilized to create a database of
the orbital parameters of the objects at different epochs. This database was subsequently
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employed for further analyses. The semi-major axis ‘a’ of the orbit of each space debris at
a given epoch is obtained from mean motion using the following equation,

a =

(
GM(
2πn
86400

)2
) 1

3

(1)

where M is the mass of the Earth, G is the universal gravitational constant and n is the
mean motion in revolutions per day. Following this, we plotted the rate of decay in meters
per hour and SN as functions of the epoch. To handle outliers within the data points, we
utilize z-scores, which provide information about the number of standard deviations a value
deviates from the mean in a given distribution. For both the LEO and MEO objects, we
exclude data points with a semi-major axis z-score exceeding 3 from the analysis.

To gain a more comprehensive and quantitative understanding of the influence of the
solar cycle, we proceeded to compute the average rate of decay for all objects throughout
the three solar cycles. The relevant data for these objects can be found in Table 1.

Following this, we investigated the relationship between initial altitude and the rate of
decay near the peak of each solar cycle. Subsequently, we generated histograms to visually
represent the mean decay rate for both LEO and MEO objects during different solar cycles.
Additionally, we examined the correlation between orbital decay and indices such as SN,
F10.7, Dst, and AL.

3 Observations

Figure 1 presents sample plots depicting the correlation between altitude and Sunspot
number over the three solar cycles for two objects in LEO and two objects in MEO, serving
as representative examples. In this context, ‘apparent altitude’ (a − Re) denotes a value
derived by subtracting the Mean Earth Radius from the Mean Semi-Major Axes obtained
from the TLE data. The decay profiles of the sample objects over the specified period are
presented in the top two panels on the left and right. The color-blocked regions in these
panels correspond to solar cycles 22, 23, and 24, respectively. Concurrently, figure panel
(c) illustrates the cumulative sunspot number, figure panel (d) showcases the associated
sunspot number, and the bottom panel depicts the F10.7 flux. Within figure panel (d),
the blue curve represents the Gaussian curve fitted to the sunspot numbers. Cyan dashed
lines are incorporated to facilitate the distinction between different solar cycles, improving
visual clarity. The fitting of Gaussian curves to sunspot numbers in each solar cycle serves
to estimate the percentage of the peak value at which sudden changes in decay rates occur.
Additionally, the data points were fitted to both a log-normal distribution and a 12-month
running mean. While the log-normal fit closely resembled the Gaussian fit presented here,
the running mean proved unsuitable.

The vertical red dashed lines serve as markers for areas characterized by nearly linear
and rapid orbit decay during each solar cycle. To position these red lines, the rate of decay
is calculated for the entire dataset using two adjacent points. The points where a sharp
change in the decay rate occurs is identified as the starting and ending points for slope
calculations. Data points within these marked regions are then utilized in the computation
of slopes. Regarding solar cycle 22, the red dashed lines intersect the Gaussian curve at
63% of the peak height during the ascending phase and 71% during the descending phase.
For solar cycle 23, the red dashed lines intersect the Gaussian curve at 68% percent during
the ascending phase and 75% during the descending phase. Within solar cycle 24, the red
dashed lines intersect the Gaussian curve at 67% percent during both the ascending and
descending phases. This suggests that beyond the threshold value of SN (∼ 67%), there is a
noticeable onset of rapid orbital decay for all cycles. Several significant observations can be
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Figure 1. Apparent altitude, cumulative sunspot number, sunspot number, and F10.7 adjusted

(s.f.u.) variation over the three solar cycles for two samples of LEO and MEO objects

gleaned from this figure. Notably, Solar Cycle 22 exhibits the highest level of solar activity,
followed by Solar Cycle 23, with Solar Cycle 24 being the least active. As anticipated, the
slopes of the plots are steeper during the peak of each solar cycle, reflecting an increased
decay rate. The figures depict that the decay rate is more rapid during Solar Cycles 22
and 23, as indicated by the steeper slopes, a trend directly attributable to the higher solar
activity levels represented by the sunspot numbers. Additionally, the decay rate becomes
more gradual, almost leveling off as it approaches the solar minima.

Upon examining the cumulative sunspot number depicted in panel (c) figure 1, it be-
comes evident that it undergoes a rapid ascent during the peak of solar cycles. Subsequently,
it reaches a saturation point and maintains an almost flat trend during the minima phase.
Following this, there is another rapid rise as it enters the active phase of the next solar
cycle. During periods of high solar activity, there is a rise in X-ray and ultraviolet radiation
emitted by the Sun, leading to the expansion of the thermosphere as it absorbs this height-
ened energy influx. As the Sun approaches the solar minimum, the thermosphere undergoes
a cooling and contraction phase due to the diminishing intensity of X-ray and ultraviolet
radiation, as indicated by Mlynczak et al. (2018). Similarly, the orbital decay plots exhibit
a comparable pattern, with rapid decay during the peak, followed by a period of flatter
slope during periods of lower solar activity. Once again, a change in the rate of decay is
noticeable during the peak of the subsequent cycle. Heightened solar activity leads to an
increased scale height, causing a proportional rise in density at the orbital altitude. As the
drag force experienced by the orbiting body depends on atmospheric density, this, in turn,
accelerates orbital decay. The acceleration experienced by the object due to drag force can
be expressed as,

a = −1

2

CDA

m
ρv2 (2)
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where m is the mass of the orbiting body, CD is the drag coefficient, A is the cross-
sectional area, ρ is the atmospheric density and v is the relative velocity of the body with
respect to the atmosphere.

Another significant perturbative force that can affect an orbiting body is solar radiation
pressure, arising from the exchange of momentum between photons and the object in orbit.
The transferred momentum can be mathematically represented as,

∆p = α
∆U

c
(3)

where, ∆U is the change in energy, c is the speed of light and the coefficient α ranges
from 1 to 2, varying from a perfect absorber to a perfect reflector.

The radiation pressure can then be expressed as,

P =
1

A

∆p

∆t
(4)

P =
1

A∆t

(
α
∆U

c

)
(5)

where, A is the area and ∆t is the time interval. The equation can then be rearranged
as

P =
α

c

(
∆U

A∆t

)
(6)

where the term in the bracket is the average flux S. So the equation can be re-written
as,

P = α
F

c
(7)

We know that S can be computed using the following equation,

S =
L

4πr2
(8)

where L is the luminosity of the Sun and r is the distance between the object and the
Sun.

The radiation pressure experienced at a particular location varies inversely with dis-
tance, and so does the resulting force. Consequently, the ratio of forces experienced at
altitudes 750 km and 3000 km, due to radiation pressure can be expressed as,

F750

F3000
=

(
r3000
r750

)2

(9)
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Consider Figure 2, where DSE is the Sun-Earth distance, RE is the Earth radius and
h is the altitude of the orbiting body. At position A,

F750

F3000
=

(
DSE −RE − 3000

DSE −RE − 3000

)2

= 0.99997 (10)

Applying the same equation at position B,

F750

F3000
=

(
DSE

2 + (RE + 3000)2

DSE
2 + (RE + 750)2

)
= 1.00000 (11)

From equations (10) and (11), it is evident that the impact of radiation pressure would
be nearly identical at both altitudes.

Figure 2. Illustration depicting the Sun, Earth, and a representative debris object at two

positions in orbit labeled A and B; note that the figure is not drawn to scale.

To comprehend the reason behind the abrupt changes in slope during distinct periods
across the three solar cycles, it is imperative to analyze the correlation between altitude
and various indices such as SN, F10.7, Dst, and AL for the corresponding intervals. The
normalized correlation coefficients are graphically represented against the time lag in days
for the four sample debris objects collectively, as illustrated in Figure 3. The values of
the maximum correlation coefficients are added in brackets next to the corresponding curve
labels. As expected, the maximum correlation occurs at a negative value of lag since the
response in altitude decay will occur after any changes in the indices occur. Additionally,
the p-values are close to zero, indicating statistical significance. Notably, it is observed that
SN exhibits the highest correlation. Table 1 provides details on the associated lag values
and mean altitudes across the three solar cycles. If we examine time lags for various indices
against mean altitude, coupled with the details in Table 1, a noticeable trend emerges: as
altitude increases, the time lag extends, implying that it takes more time for the impact
to reach higher altitudes in the thermosphere. Observing debris objects with SATCAT IDs
00732 and 00831, separated by nearly 1000 km, it is seen that the solar cycle variation takes
approximately 14 months longer to impact debris object 00831 at an altitude above 2000
km.

In Figure 1, six regions are evident, each marked by unique slopes. Three of these
segments, outlined by dashed red lines, showcase steeper slopes, while the other three exhibit
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Figure 3. Normalized correlation coefficients plotted against time lag for SN, F10.7, Dst, and

AL indices, with dashed lines indicating the respective peak locations.

Table 1. Mean Altitude and Lag for the sample objects

NORAD ID
Mean Alt

(km)
SN F10.7 Dst AL

Lag (Days) Lag (Days) Lag (Days) Lag (Days)

22 653 -1193 -1230 -1170 -1222
115 659 -958 -897 -863 -715
732 1137 -1291 -1358 -1295 -1358
831 2175 -1731 -1884 -1887 -2001

a more gradual decline. Figure 4a illustrates the respective slopes from these six regions,
along with the average F10.7 index for the corresponding period. Notably, a higher F10.7
index correlates with a steeper slope (region 1,3,5).

Figure 4b illustrates the slopes calculated by applying a linear fit to the points within
the red-marked regions in Figure 1, plotted against the apparent altitude at the start of
decay for the three solar cycles. The corresponding values of the fitted slopes are listed in
Tables 1. It shows a decreasing trend in decay rate with altitude between 500-1000 km.

Figure 5 displays histograms portraying the average decay rate for both LEO and MEO
objects across three solar cycles. The decay rates are initially calculated using adjacent
epochs, and subsequently, these values are averaged over each of the solar cycles to determine
the mean decay rate for the respective cycle. These histograms categorize the values into
bins with an optimal bin width for each solar cycle determined by Scott’s rule. Scott’s rule
minimizes the integrated mean squared error in the bin approximation under the assumption
that the data is approximately Gaussian. Based on calculations, for LEO debris during Solar
Cycle 22, there are 6 bins with a bin width of 1419.7 meters per hour, Solar Cycle 23 has 5
bins with a bin width of 163.3 meters per hour, and Solar Cycle 24 has 5 bins with a bin
width of 83.4 meters per hour. Significantly, higher decay rates are observed in Solar Cycles
22 and 23. The maximum decay rate occurred during Solar Cycle 22, specifically within
the bin of -8940 to -7520 m/h. For Solar Cycle 23, the maximum decay was recorded in
the bin -924 to -761 m/h, and for Solar Cycle 24, the maximum decay was observed in the
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bin -490 to -407 m/h. It appears that Solar Cycle 24 does not have a significant impact on
the higher-value bins in these histograms. This suggests that it has less of an effect on the
orbital decay of space debris.

Figure 4. (a) Relationship between F10.7 solar flux and decay rate (b) Slope vs apparent altitude

for three solar cycles

Following Scott’s rule for optimized bin width of the histogram, in the case of MEO
space debris, Solar Cycle 22 has 3 bins with a width of 264.9 meters per hour, Solar Cycle 23
also has 3 bins but with a width of 68.5 meters per hour, and Solar Cycle 24 comprises 4 bins
with a width of 65.6 meters per hour. Notably, higher decay rates are evident in Solar Cycle
22. The maximum decay rate occurred during Solar Cycle 22, specifically within the bin of
-1050 to -785 m/h. For Solar Cycle 23, the maximum decay was recorded in the bin -233
to -164 m/h, and for Solar Cycle 24, the maximum decay was observed in the bin -286 to
-220 m/h. Figure 4c clearly illustrates that the mean rate of decay is higher in Low Earth
Orbits compared to Medium Earth Orbits. This discrepancy arises because atmospheric
density directly influences drag, and as atmospheric density significantly decreases beyond
LEO, there is less drag force acting on MEO objects, resulting in a lower rate of decay.
Nevertheless, it is crucial to note that even MEO orbit space debris exhibits notable decay.

4 Discussion

With the rapid growth in the space sector and an exponential increase in satellites
and associated space debris, monitoring and mitigation of space debris have become of
paramount importance. Many space debris have lifetimes ranging from years to decades,
making the impact of long-term changes in solar activity on their orbit a highly timely topic
for investigation.

The present study conducts a systematic analysis of the solar cycle’s influence on the
orbits of 95 space debris that have been tracked since 1967. Our analysis reveals several
key observations. First and foremost, a clear and compelling high correlation between solar
activity and the rate of orbital decay emerges. Solar Cycle 22 stands out as the most effective,
followed by Solar Cycle 23, while Solar Cycle 24 registers as the least effective in terms of
impacting the orbital decay of space debris. This decrease in solar activity from Cycle 22 to
24 is reflected in overall thermospheric cooling Ogawa et al. (2014). This direct relationship
significantly impacts the steepness of the decay curves, resulting in more pronounced decay
during the peak periods of Solar Cycles 22 and 23. These trends closely mirror the patterns
observed in sunspot numbers. The rapid decay is observed near the peak of each solar cycle
bounded by ∼ 70% from the peak amplitude of the solar cycle seen in SN. During the active
phase of a solar cycle, characterized by a higher number of sunspots, the increased energy
reaching the Earth heats the atmosphere, causing it to expand beyond its quiet sun state,
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Figure 5. Distribution of average decay rates: upper panel - LEO objects, lower panel - MEO

objects

leading to an order of magnitude increase in neutral density in the thermosphere (Marcos
et al. (2005)). Consequently, an object will experience an accelerated orbital decay rate due
to the increased drag Stansbery & Foster (2004). Therefore, this observation reinforces the
fundamental role of solar activity in shaping the dynamics of neutral atmosphere expansion
and contraction and its impact on the orbital decay of space debris.

Furthermore, as anticipated, the low atmospheric densities at MEO altitudes lead to a
reduction in drag force, consequently resulting in lower mean decay rates for MEO objects
when compared to LEO objects. This distinction is a crucial factor in understanding the
differential rates of orbital decay in these two orbital regimes. However, the influence of
the solar cycle extends to altitudes exceeding 2000 km, making it a thought-provoking
observation. The solar radiation pressure also exerts additional force on the debris, our
estimates show that LEO and MEO orbital debris should experience almost same force and
instantaneously. Whereas, these effects are seen to be more apparent at higher altitudes with
a discernible time delay of over 14 months compared to their manifestation at lower altitudes.
This unequivocally confirms that the thermospheric effects of the solar activity cycle endure
in the thermosphere for a duration exceeding a year, progressively becoming more evident as
altitude increases. It is imperative that future modeling studies are conducted to thoroughly
decode these phenomena.
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5 Concluding Remarks

This novel study examines the long-term impact of solar activity on 95 orbital debris
objects spanning three solar cycles. The findings revealed in this study provide valuable
insights into the significant influence of solar cycles on the orbital decay of space debris, with
a particular focus on both LEO and MEO objects. The direct impact of solar activity in
influencing the orbital decay of debris objects is seen and how the rates of orbital decay vary
in these two orbital regimes is seen. Additionally, we have seen that thermospheric effects
of the solar cycle persist in the thermosphere for well over a year, gradually manifesting
with increasing altitude. In the absence of in-situ measurements of atmospheric density or
drag force at altitudes above 2000 km, we can employ this as a proxy to comprehend the
impact and dynamics of the solar cycle in this region. The insights from these observations
hold significance for future space missions, satellite planning, and specifically strategies for
mitigating space debris. It underscores the continual importance of monitoring the impact
of solar activity on space debris in the context of ongoing and future rapid growth in space
exploration and satellite operations.
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Appendix A List of objects used in the analysis

Table A1: Debris Objects

NORAD ID
Mean Rate of Decay (m/h) Slope at Peak (m/h)

SC 22 SC 23 SC 24 SC 22 SC 23 SC 24
22 -4.86E+03 -9.37E+01 -1.14E+02 -1.42E+00 -1.40E+00 -8.13E-01
29 -1.76E+03 -2.47E+02 -6.48E+01 -5.24E-01 -4.61E-01 -1.73E-01
45 -2.17E+02 -5.72E+02 -4.90E+02 -3.92E-01 -2.99E-01 -1.11E-01
46 -1.14E+03 -2.46E+02 -7.06E+01 -7.30E-01 -6.05E-01 -2.26E-01
85 -2.54E+03 -5.98E+02 -8.64E+00 -4.50E+00 -4.43E+00 -2.67E+00
107 -9.54E+01 -5.27E+01 -4.53E+02 -1.71E+00 -1.44E+00 -6.50E-01
115 -8.94E+03 -2.20E+00 -2.93E+02 -9.03E-01 -9.31E-01 -4.40E-01
130 -1.41E+03 -8.97E+01 -2.94E-02 -1.33E-01 -9.87E-02 -3.68E-02
144 -9.08E+02 -8.83E+00 -4.60E-02 -2.59E-01 -2.12E-01 -8.21E-02
150 -1.10E+03 -1.29E+01 -9.37E+01 -4.32E-01 -3.31E-01 -1.35E-01
162 -1.66E+03 -1.59E+02 -1.57E+01 -2.36E-01 -1.81E-01 -5.90E-02
167 -2.18E+03 -6.43E+01 -8.18E-02 -2.65E-01 -1.96E-01 -6.61E-02
223 -2.76E+02 -9.24E+02 -1.28E-02 -7.21E-02 -5.24E-02 -1.95E-02
227 -1.63E+00 -1.65E-01 -5.55E-02 -4.23E-01 -3.26E-01 -1.09E-01
228 -6.27E-01 -5.41E-01 -2.99E-01 -1.04E+00 -1.20E+00 -7.13E-01
232 -2.51E-01 -1.07E-01 -5.11E-02 -2.72E-01 -1.93E-01 -7.54E-02
252 -6.46E+02 -6.49E+01 -6.04E-02 -2.65E-01 -2.08E-01 -8.69E-02
262 -3.35E+03 -4.32E+00 -3.16E-01 -1.15E+00 -1.10E+00 -6.31E-01
309 -5.41E+00 -2.04E-01 -9.82E-01 -5.35E-01 -4.46E-01 -1.60E-01
323 -2.84E-01 -2.38E-01 -1.25E-01 -5.14E-01 -4.07E-01 -1.49E-01
397 -2.96E+00 -2.97E-01 -1.29E-01 -6.60E-01 -6.31E-01 -2.67E-01
405 -4.57E+02 -7.47E+02 -5.47E+01 -1.52E-01 -1.17E-01 -4.97E-02
420 -2.43E+02 -2.07E+01 -1.22E+01 -6.59E-01 -5.82E-01 -2.20E-01
424 -6.76E-02 -3.87E-02 -1.98E-02 -7.83E-02 -5.92E-02 -2.51E-02
426 -1.41E-01 -2.58E-02 -1.61E-02 -5.05E-02 -3.81E-02 -1.73E-02
465 -4.97E+03 -3.21E+01 -1.03E+01 -9.98E-01 -9.71E-01 -3.60E-01
510 -4.63E-02 -2.96E-02 -1.44E-02 -6.12E-02 -4.60E-02 -1.90E-02
511 -1.15E-01 -4.26E-02 -1.68E-02 -6.10E-02 -4.45E-02 -1.89E-02
614 -3.91E+00 -3.54E+00 -3.00E+00 -6.56E+00 -6.58E+00 -5.14E+00
716 -2.42E-01 -1.76E-01 -6.73E-02 -4.72E-01 -4.02E-01 -1.45E-01
720 -3.19E-01 -1.96E-01 -7.17E-02 -5.16E-01 -4.29E-01 -1.49E-01
724 -6.09E+01 -2.80E+00 -1.11E+00 -4.19E+00 -3.99E+00 -2.48E+00
727 -9.07E-02 -5.12E-02 -1.98E-02 -7.88E-02 -5.76E-02 -2.13E-02
728 -4.35E-01 -5.61E-02 -2.26E-02 -1.13E-01 -8.32E-02 -3.13E-02
729 -2.11E-01 -3.92E-02 -1.40E-02 -6.17E-02 -4.49E-02 -1.66E-02
730 -6.03E-02 -4.68E-02 -1.74E-02 -8.22E-02 -5.98E-02 -2.20E-02
731 -2.27E-01 -5.07E-02 -1.79E-02 -8.75E-02 -6.41E-02 -2.37E-02
733 -5.25E-01 -8.40E-02 -3.64E-02 -2.50E-01 -1.78E-01 -7.06E-02
734 -9.08E-02 -6.41E-02 -2.44E-02 -1.67E-01 -1.20E-01 -3.56E-02
735 -9.41E-02 -5.98E-02 -2.38E-02 -1.56E-01 -1.13E-01 -3.31E-02
801 -2.09E-01 -1.86E-01 -7.08E-02 -3.92E-01 -3.19E-01 -1.15E-01
805 -7.32E+00 -2.09E+00 -1.79E-01 -8.88E-01 -7.800E-01 -3.53E-01
809 -7.13E-01 -1.23E-01 -7.23E-02 -2.71E-01 -2.21E-01 -9.12E-02
812 -3.26E-01 -6.42E-02 -2.25E-02 -1.47E-01 -9.85E-02 -3.72E-02
813 -2.04E-01 -1.62E+00 -2.10E-02 -1.35E-01 -9.06E-02 -3.26E-02
815 -1.10E-01 -8.11E-02 -3.08E-02 -2.29E-01 -1.72E-01 -5.29E-02
870 -1.01E-01 -5.21E-02 -2.28E-02 -1.23E-01 -9.16E-02 -3.30E-02
871 -1.45E-01 -1.14E-01 -5.13E-02 -2.84E-01 -2.28E-01 -8.52E-02

Continued on the next page.
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NORAD ID
Mean Rate of Decay (m/h) Slope at Peak (m/h)

SC 22 SC 23 SC 24 SC 22 SC 23 SC 24
876 -4.94E-01 -1.47E-01 -3.29E+00 -3.64E-01 -2.73E-01 -8.90E-02
877 -1.63E-01 -1.21E-01 -7.20E-01 -3.18E-01 -2.53E-01 -8.52E-02
899 -1.18E-01 -6.38E-02 -3.06E-02 -1.68E-01 -1.22E-01 -4.88E-02
900 -2.69E-01 -2.60E-01 -1.09E-01 -4.65E-01 -3.81E-01 -1.65E-01
903 -1.03E+02 -2.25E-01 -1.17E-01 -5.43E-01 -4.57E-01 -1.99E-01
907 -7.32E-02 -5.26E-02 -2.43E-02 -1.22E-01 -9.02E-02 -3.38E-02
976 -6.07E-01 -2.00E-01 -9.18E-02 -4.88E-01 -3.92E-01 -1.44E-01
1943 -1.30E+03 -9.39E+01 -9.32E+01 -7.33E-01 -6.51E-01 -2.52E-01
2097 -2.63E-01 -5.02E+00 -1.01E-01 -4.50E-01 -3.70E-01 -1.66E-01
2986 -4.40E+00 -7.69E-02 -4.08E-02 -2.17E-01 -1.16E-01 -5.43E-02
3741 -8.92E+01 -5.56E+00 -4.48E-01 -2.30E+00 -2.22E+00 -9.68E-01
13513 -4.12E+03 -6.84E+01 -7.99E+01 -6.89E-01 -5.71E-01 -2.53E-01
53 -1.05E+03 -8.91E+01 -9.26E+01 -3.04E-02 -2.43E-02 -1.13E-02
58 -5.04E+01 -2.33E+02 -5.01E+01 -2.14E-02 -1.57E-02 -6.26E-03
59 -9.07E+01 -2.26E+02 -2.86E+02 -3.67E-02 -2.76E-02 -1.06E-02
82 -4.35E+02 -6.72E+01 -9.36E-01 -2.27E-01 -2.46E-01 -2.61E-02
202 -1.30E-01 -3.72E-02 -1.53E-02 -4.89E-02 -3.54E-02 -1.50E-02
204 -1.85E+00 -3.47E-02 -1.56E-02 -3.92E-02 -2.91E-02 -1.14E-02
205 -1.25E-01 -3.20E-02 -1.36E-02 -3.19E-02 -2.27E-02 -9.17E-03
558 -1.03E+03 -2.20E+02 -6.79E-01 -1.44E-01 -1.05E-01 -4.76E-02
669 -1.87E-02 -1.49E-02 -9.38E-03 -2.78E-02 -2.12E-02 -9.16E-03
670 -3.10E-02 -2.44E-02 -1.37E-02 -6.11E-02 -4.66E-02 -2.09E-02
671 -3.54E-02 -2.70E-02 -1.54E-02 -6.60E-02 -5.04E-02 -2.28E-02
694 -9.41E-01 -5.35E-01 -2.38E-01 -1.47E+00 -1.23E+00 -5.34E-01
700 -2.16E-01 -1.50E-01 -4.61E-02 -3.44E-01 -2.60E-01 -9.11E-02
703 -2.33E-02 -1.49E-02 -1.29E-02 -3.08E-02 -2.28E-02 -9.91E-03
704 -3.47E-02 -2.26E-02 -2.23E-02 -5.95E-02 -3.62E-02 -1.56E-02
705 -3.27E-02 -2.39E-02 -1.32E-02 -6.06E-02 -4.61E-02 -1.89E-02
706 -1.07E-01 -9.00E-02 -4.38E-02 -2.10E-01 -1.62E-01 -7.32E-02
721 -1.87E-01 -1.61E-01 -9.18E-02 -2.29E-01 -3.18E-01 -5.77E-02
732 -4.46E+00 -1.63E+00 -7.40E-01 -2.79E+00 -3.18E+00 -1.72E+00
739 -2.99E-01 -2.15E-01 -7.56E-02 -4.97E-01 -4.18E-01 -1.58E-01
741 -2.25E-02 -2.35E-02 -1.69E-02 -3.15E-02 -2.24E-02 -9.83E-03
742 -4.10E-02 -2.50E-02 -1.53E-02 -5.83E-02 -4.41E-02 -2.12E-02
743 -4.21E-02 -2.85E-02 -1.81E-02 -6.86E-02 -5.13E-02 -2.35E-02
745 -1.36E-01 -9.03E-02 -4.45E-02 -1.97E-01 -1.58E-01 -6.86E-02
746 -3.24E+00 -1.09E+01 -5.86E+01 -2.29E+00 -1.83E+00 -8.38E-01
750 -5.90E+01 -2.55E+01 -2.25E+02 -1.06E+01 -9.16E+00 -4.77E+00
753 -9.49E-02 -8.29E-02 -4.14E-02 -1.93E-01 -1.48E-01 -6.54E-02
829 -5.18E+00 -2.58E+01 -2.87E+00 -2.33E+00 -1.95E+00 -8.60E-01
831 -2.58E+01 -5.51E+00 -2.13E+01 -1.11E+01 -9.30E+00 -4.90E+00
893 -2.40E-02 -1.65E-02 -9.90E-03 -3.41E-02 -2.53E-02 -1.08E-02
897 -3.37E-02 -2.09E-02 -1.26E-02 -5.17E-02 -3.80E-02 -1.62E-02
901 -4.65E-02 -3.45E-02 -1.84E-02 -8.30E-02 -6.26E-02 -2.90E-02
902 -2.60E-02 -1.64E-02 -1.05E-02 -3.81E-02 -2.80E-02 -1.25E-02
977 -1.35E-01 -1.39E+00 -5.39E-02 -2.61E-01 -2.13E-01 -8.38E-02
3750 -4.74E+01 -1.55E+01 -9.63E-01 -4.72E+00 -4.20E+00 -1.69E+00
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